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Introduction You know a Lyft ride when you see one, and a 
Lyft story when you hear one. That’s because of 
our brand. From handpicking our hex colors to 
our drivers, we’re here to change the way our 
cities get around. To make the most of the Lyft 
API, stick to these rules of the road. 

Now, let’s make something great. 
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In-App Integration New User Flow

This flow helps guide n00bs to their first ride. Integrate Lyft 
where it makes the most contextual sense, such as travel or 
planning screens.

Show Lyft Button Prompt to Download Send to Lyft App Request Ride1 2 3 4

Display prompt to take a 
Lyft ride. 

Direct the user to download 
Lyft on the App Store or 
Google Play Store.

User signs up using 
Facebook or a phone 
number.

User takes their first ride. 
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In-App Integration Existing User Flow

Existing users already know how Lyft works and are best served 
by this simplified flow. When adding Lyft buttons to your app, 
pick touchpoints where a travel prompt makes sense.

Show Lyft Button Display Ride Types Send to Lyft App1 2 3

Display prompt to take a 
Lyft ride. 

Optional step: Let the 
user select a ride type 
before sending them to 
the Lyft app. 

Lyft will auto-populate 
their ride choice and 
pickup address, plus their 
destination if your app 
supports it.
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Design Guidelines Color & Typography

Our preferred color and logo color is hot pink. Use 
charcoal or bone in more limited situations. Do not 
use mulberry for the wordmark.

Lyft uses Gotham, a modern sans serif 
designed by Hoefler & Co. We use three font 
faces: Gotham Light, Gotham Book, and 
Gotham Medium. 

Color Typography

iOS

Android

Hot Pink Mulberry Charcoal Bone

#FF00BF #F3F3F5#333447#352384

Gotham Light

Aa

Gotham Book

Aa

Gotham Bold

Aa

Roboto Light

Aa
Roboto Regular

Aa
Roboto Medium

Aa
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Design Guidelines Using the Brandmark

Surround the Lyft brand mark with a minimum of 
1x of space, with x as the width of the “l.” Do not 
distort the brand mark, pair it with text, or change it 
in any other way.

Multiple sizes are available in the API Kit.

x

x

x

x

i

Lorem ipsum dolor

Lorem ipsum dolor
Lorem ipsum dolor

Lorem
ipsum dolor

Lorem
ipsum dolor

Lorem
ipsum dol

Get a ride
In 3 min
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Endpoint Specific Experience The Rules

Use the default action sheet provided if you’re not 
creating a custom page.

Use the exact display names returned by our API. 

When listing more than one ride type, order types in 
the same positions returned by our API.

Hide the Lyft placement if the products endpoint 
returns no product. Or, show the following message: 

          “Lyft is not yet available in this region.”  

Typeset ride types as: 

Ride Type Selection

Lyft Line

Lyft

Lyft Plus

Default iOS action sheet Example of a custom 
product selection page
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Full-Width Small Button List View Text-Only

When you want a prominent, 
standalone CTA

For tighter spaces. For list layouts For text-only designs

In 3 min

In 3 min

Design Guidelines Button Ideas

In 3 min

In 3 min
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Endpoint Specific Experience The Rules

Only show a price estimate when the destination is 
known. 

Show the exact value or range returned by the 
estimate field.

If the product and time endpoints return products 
but the price estimates return no results, hide the 
Lyft placement or show this message: 

 “We couldn’t calculate a price because the  
 distance between the pickup and drop-off  
 is too large to estimate” 

Display a price estimate without a time estimate.

Display price if no destination is entered. 

Display time estimates in minutes. Always round up 
from seconds (e.g. “45 seconds” should be shown as  
“1 min”). 

Abbreviate “minute(s)” as “min”. Not “min.” or “mins.” 
or “m.”

Use Arabic numerals. Do not spell out the numbers, 
e.g. “One minute away.” 

If the product endpoint returns products but the 
time estimates endpoint returns no results, hide the 
Lyft placement or show this message: 

      “All drivers are currently busy.  
      Please try again in a few minutes.”

Use the following language when communicating 
pickup time: 

Price Estimates

DON’T

Time Estimates

In 3 min
3 min away
Arrival in 3 min
Pickup in 3 min
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Promoting Lyft Messaging Guidelines

Never use the Lyft logo to represent the name “Lyft”.

Always typeset our products as: “Lyft,” “Lyft Line,” 
and “Lyft Plus.” 

Do not use “Lyft” as a verb, e.g. “Lyft there in 3 min” 

Do not use “Lyft” as another word for “ride” or “car,” 
e.g. “Take a Lyft” or “Your Lyft is here.” 

Please follow these messaging guidelines when 
developing communications promoting your app and 
the Lyft API. 

General Guidelines
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Lyft

Lyft Line

Lyft Plus

Lyft Definitions & Descriptions Messaging for Lyft, Lyft Line, and Lyft Plus

Lyft is your personal ride. Whether you’re 
traveling solo or with up to three friends, the 
car is yours to fill. 

Need something bigger than a compact car? 
Request Lyft Plus, our six-seat ride for when 
you need more space or just wanna roll with 
your entire squad.

Share the ride with others going the same 
way and pay less. It’s the same tap-and-
go ride, except you save money and meet 
awesome people, too.

Promoting Lyft Messaging Guidelines, Cont’d

The app for rides in minutes. 

Get a ride in minutes

Rides in minutes

Wherever you’re headed, count on Lyft for rides in 
minutes. The Lyft app matches you with local drivers 
at the tap of a button. 

Kick the stress of driving — and everything that goes 
with it — to the curb. Get going with Lyft, the mobile 
app that gets you rides in minutes. Just download 
and ride.
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Legal Guidelines Terms, Trademarks, & Attribution

Lyft and the UI assets included in our API Kit should not be used in any manner 
that falsely suggests an association with Lyft or in a way that is likely to reduce, 
diminish, or damage the goodwill, value, or reputation associated with Lyft or Lyft 
products. Lyft reserves the right to withdraw permission to use the Lyft API at any 
time use is inconsistent with these guidelines, deemed inappropriate by Lyft, or 
violates the Lyft Terms of Service or Privacy Policy.

Do not add a trademark symbol to the Lyft UI assets provided by Lyft. In apps, 
include Lyft trademark attributions wherever legal information is displayed. 

Terms

Trademarks & Attribution

© 2016 Lyft, Inc.  
LYFT and the Mustache Design  
are trademarks owned by Lyft, Inc. 
All rights reserved.


